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POOP ON PARTIES. They say don't fix what ain't broke, and the original beat hazard had a winning formula. This sequel
retains all the fast paced action you know and love while modernizing it for the streaming era of music!

The track detection works very well, only failing when i hit the real obscure stuff on Bandcamp, and the leaderboards are
already in place! If you plan on using open mic mode for music streaming, I recommend you use a Line In port if you have one
to remove potential background noise from interfering with enemy generation and weapons.

Having integrated streaming from popular services like spotify would improve the experience, but even if that doesn't happen,
I'm very impressed with what we already have and look forward to future updates!. Do not buy this, there is no more
multiplayer support for MoW AS since it was powered by gamespy. I don't understand why they keep this on their store page,
shouldn't even be an option to buy this.... Any reason that nothing works?. Very spheric and nice tracks, although i dislike
electronical music, i must say, this is a well sounding OST.. The issue with the games dlc is that it wants to run through 'Games
for Windows Live' to activate, and I've noticed that a couple people have been unable to use their dlc as a result. If you tried to
log in, GfWL would hang and your game would freeze.

It was by chance that I was able to solve my problem by doing the following:
1) When GfWL activates I selected 'log into existing account'
2) There would then be an option to 'create local account' located in the main body of text. This would bypass logging into the
GfWL service.
3) You are then prompted to type in a user name (any will do)
3) The game will then go through the process of activating your dlc, and should then work accordingly.

If you had troubles registering your dlc and this process worked for you please give it a thumbs up for visibility to help others.
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Bought it to support hockey games being made. Not really different from FHM3 regarding gameplay. I don't like the tactics
options and especially not the roles system.

Hard to know how your tactics are working, why you're winning or losing due to the lack of a game-engine where you could
actually follow the game. At least more info on the games played would be needed.

No online play.. Straight up crap. What more do you need to know?. Altamente recomendado, pois esse jogo marcou minha
infância.
Já devo ter zerado ele umas 3x e sei que no futuro vou querer jogar novamente.. This is how I wanted Rock Band vr to be. Gud
Game! Play the tutorial.. stupid!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
This game would have been quite fun if it actually was working, but it isnt all that great, it's a bit annoying because if you lose
one team member you have lost and must start all over again, game is old as hell, and you can't use modern resolution, if it
wasn't for the resolution problem, I would recommend the game, cus it is fun to play if you actually manage to play it, but that is
no guaratie, as for now, save your 1 dollar or whatever it cost now cus it isn't worth it, they should not be selling old games like
this on Steam not playable on modern computers., it's a friggin scam, don't even bother trying to play the previous game, I could
not even start it cus the screen was flickering all over the place, had to reboot my computer to get out of it. I will ask for a
refund.
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